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1. Explain why the process of project planning is an iterative one and why a plan
must be continually reviewed during a software project. [16]

2. Explain the recent advances in one of the leading edge software application areas
among :

(a) Web based application. [8]

(b) Virtual Reality. [8]

3. Explain the different tools and methods used during the project analysis phase.
[16]

4. (a) Describe Assembly Line Diagram (ALD) with an example. [8]

(b) Describe Entity diagrams with an example. [8]

5. Develop a design model for the interactive application of computer aided design
system. [16]

6. Describe the best interface that you have ever worked with and critique it relative
to the concepts introduced in user interface design. [16]

7. Describe software maintenance activities and discuss about re-engineering. [16]

8. Discuss in detail about a software re-engineering process model. [16]

? ? ? ? ?
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1. Describe software maintenance activities and discuss about re-engineering. [16]

2. Explain why the process of project planning is an iterative one and why a plan
must be continually reviewed during a software project. [16]

3. (a) Describe Assembly Line Diagram (ALD) with an example. [8]

(b) Describe Entity diagrams with an example. [8]

4. Discuss in detail about a software re-engineering process model. [16]

5. Develop a design model for the interactive application of computer aided design
system. [16]

6. Explain the different tools and methods used during the project analysis phase.
[16]

7. Describe the best interface that you have ever worked with and critique it relative
to the concepts introduced in user interface design. [16]

8. Explain the recent advances in one of the leading edge software application areas
among :

(a) Web based application. [8]

(b) Virtual Reality. [8]
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1. Explain the recent advances in one of the leading edge software application areas
among :

(a) Web based application. [8]

(b) Virtual Reality. [8]

2. Develop a design model for the interactive application of computer aided design
system. [16]

3. Describe software maintenance activities and discuss about re-engineering. [16]

4. Explain why the process of project planning is an iterative one and why a plan
must be continually reviewed during a software project. [16]

5. Describe the best interface that you have ever worked with and critique it relative
to the concepts introduced in user interface design. [16]

6. Discuss in detail about a software re-engineering process model. [16]

7. Explain the different tools and methods used during the project analysis phase.
[16]

8. (a) Describe Assembly Line Diagram (ALD) with an example. [8]

(b) Describe Entity diagrams with an example. [8]
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1. Develop a design model for the interactive application of computer aided design
system. [16]

2. Explain the different tools and methods used during the project analysis phase.
[16]

3. Discuss in detail about a software re-engineering process model. [16]

4. (a) Describe Assembly Line Diagram (ALD) with an example. [8]

(b) Describe Entity diagrams with an example. [8]

5. Describe the best interface that you have ever worked with and critique it relative
to the concepts introduced in user interface design. [16]

6. Describe software maintenance activities and discuss about re-engineering. [16]

7. Explain why the process of project planning is an iterative one and why a plan
must be continually reviewed during a software project. [16]

8. Explain the recent advances in one of the leading edge software application areas
among :

(a) Web based application. [8]

(b) Virtual Reality. [8]
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